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TOEPLITZ OPERATORS AND RELATED FUNCTION ALGEBRAS

ON CERTAIN PSEUDOCONVEX DOMAINS

BY

NICHOLAS P. JEWELL AND STEVEN G. KRANTZ

Abstract. Toeplitz operators are defined on pseudoconvex domains in C

and their spectral properties are studied. In addition, the linear space

H™ + C is discussed and is seen to be a closed algebra on a variety of

domains.

1. Introduction and summary. The Toeplitz operators on the classical Hardy

space H2 on the unit circle in C have been the object of much study. They are

operators of the form T^f = P(<pf) where <p E Lx and P denotes the projec-

tion of L2 onto H2. An account of this theory can be found in Chapter 7 of

R. Douglas' book [8]. Recently attempts have been made to extend this

theory to the Hardy spaces of sets in higher dimensions. Notably results have

been obtained when the underlying set is the torus in C (n > 1) (see [7]) and

when the set is the unit sphere, S, in C by L. Coburn [3] and A. M. Davie

and N. P. Jewell [5]. The object of the present paper is to extend some of the

results on Toeplitz operators acting on H2(S) to Toeplitz operators acting on

H2(dD) where D is a strongly pseudoconvex domain in C" (see §§2 and 3) or

D is an appropriate weakly pseudoconvex domain in C (see §§4 and 5).

Some results for the case when D is strongly pseudoconvex have already been

obtained in [14], [21], [29], and [30].

In §2, for the case D strongly pseudoconvex with some smoothness condi-

tions on the boundary, we establish the spectral inclusion theorem, i.e. the

spectrum of T contains the essential range of <p. This, in particular, gives the

result || 7^|| = H^H«,, extending Theorem 2.1 of [5]. In §3 we make some

remarks about Toeplitz operators with symbol in H x + C. In §4 we establish

results analogous to §2 for the case where D is a totally pseudoconvex

domain.

§5 contains results on Hx + C for a class of weakly pseudoconvex

domains.

2. The spectral inclusion theorem. In this section we investigate the proper-

ties   of   Toeplitz   operators   on   strongly   pseudoconvex   domains   in   C.
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Throughout it will be assumed that n > 1 unless specifically mentioned

otherwise. We begin by defining some of the terminology and notation which

we will use throughout the paper.

Let D CC C have C2 boundary, i.e. there is a defining function pona

neighborhood W of dD so that p is of class C2, D n W = {z E W: p(z) <

0}, and grad p^Oon dD. We let a denote the surface area measure on 3D.

We write Lx for Lx(o), L2 for L2(a), etc. We use C to denote the space of

continuous functions on dD.

Definition. We define H2 to be the closure in L2 of the boundary values

of functions in C2(dD) which extend smoothly to functions holomorphic in

D. We define Hx to be the (nontangential) boundary values of the bounded

holomorphic functions on D.

Definition. Let DccC have C2 boundary. We say that D is weakly

pseudoconvex if, for each z E dD and each w E C" satisfying

2J_! [dp(z)/dzj]Wj = 0 one has S"*., d2p(z)wjwk/dzJdzk > Ofor any defin-

ing function p for D. If the quadratic form is positive definite, then we say

that D is strongly pseudoconvex.

Remarks. (1) Convex domains are a fortiori pseudoconvex since pseudo-

convexity is merely convexity restricted to a subbundle of the complexified

tangent bundle.

(2) Let p be a defining function for DonlfD dD, where D c C C has

C2 boundary. For 0 < e < e0, where e0 is sufficiently small, we let De = (D \

W) u [z E W: p(z) < — e). Let ae be area measure on 9£>e. Define H2(D)

to be

/: / is holomorphic on D and    sup
0<c<eo

f   \f(z)\2dot(z)
1/2

< 00

It is shown in [27, pp. 3-4] that the definition is independent of the choice of

p and e0. It is unknown whether for any pseudoconvex domain D the function

space H2(D) coincides with the space of Poisson extensions of elements of

H2(D). Theorem 1 of [27, p. 5] implies that H2(D) Ç H2(D). Conversely,

suppose D is starlike with C2 boundary and, without loss of generality,

suppose that 0 £ D is the star point. If / E H2(D) we define ft by fe(z) =

f(z/(\ + e)) for e > 0 small. Then / E CX(D) and is holomorphic on D.

Further, / has nontangential boundary values a.e. (a) which we will also

denote by/[27, Theorem 1, p. 5]. It follows that/J3Z) ->/|30 in L2(a) by [27,

pp. 3-4]. So H2 = H2 for star like domains. The equivalence is known to

persist on strongly pseudoconvex domains but the proof relies on much

deeper methods which are tangential to the subject of this paper. We refer the

reader to [28] for further information on this question.
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Let D EC C have C2 boundary. If <p E L°°(o) then we denote by Tv the

operator on the Hilbert space H2 defined by T-f = P(<p •/) where P denotes

the orthogonal projection of L2 on H2. The operator 7^ is called the Toeplitz

operator with symbol <p. For strongly pseudoconvex domains, T has the

integral representation

tj{z) = \ <p(n/(ma,z)ms)

where S(£, z) is the Szegö kernel (see [27]). Here, for z E dD, TJ(z) is of

course the boundary value of TJ at z.

For future reference, we note two easily verified identities:

(i;)* = T9   and    T9T+ = T^   for <p E Lx, ) E Hx.

On any Hilbert space H, we let I denote the identity operator, and B(H)

the algebra of bounded linear operators on H.

For the remainder of this section we turn our attention to strongly

pseudoconvex domains. We first want to prove that \\T9\\ = IMI«,. We obtain

this result as a corollary of Theorem 2.

The crux of the proof of the norm equality result for the unit sphere S in

C, given in [5], is the existence, for each point f E S, of a function /¿(z) on

B = {z E C: |z| < 1} with the property that/^z) "peaks" when z = f. It is

well known that such peaking functions exist for strongly pseudoconvex

domains and there are several alternative methods for constructing them. We

give [10] as a reference for Theorem 1 since the proof in [10] explicitly shows

that the map taking f E dD to /¿ E H °°, a function peaking at f, is continu-

ous. This is a property which we shall use in the proof of Theorem 2. [10]

contains some approximation theorems which also depend on the fact that

one can choose peaking functions in a continuous manner.

Definition. Let D be a strongly pseudoconvex domain in C. Let f E dD.

A peak function on D at f is a function/such that

(l)/is holomorphic in a neighborhood of D;

(2) fin = l;
(3) |/(z)|< 1 on D \ {$)■

Theorem 1 [10]. Let D be a strongly pseudoconvex domain in C" with C2

boundary. There exist a neighborhood D of D, and a function f: dD X D —* C,

such that

(l)/(f> z) is jointly continuous in f and z, and holomorphic in z E D for fixed

f;
(2) for each f E dD, /(f, •) is a peak function on D at f. The mapping

f -»/(£, •) is continuous from dD into Lx by uniform continuity.

Define a mapping t/: Lx -» B(H2) by -q(tp) = 7^. Let A be the closed
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subalgebra of B(H2) generated by all the Toeplitz operators T with <p E Lx.

Let J be the closed ideal of A generated by all operators of the form

T#- TVT+ where ç,, * E Lx.

Theorem 2. Let D be a strongly pseudoconvex domain in C with C2

boundary. The mapping i)j induced from Lx to A/J by r¡ is an isometric

*-isomorphism. In other words, there is a short exact sequence

{0} -> J -* A -^ Lx -> {0}

with ß(T ) = tp for which r¡ is an isometric *-linear cross-section.

Proof. The mapping r/y is clearly linear and contractive. The definition of

J shows that it is multiplicative. To complete the proof we show that

||r + /|| > ||<p||oo for tp E Lx from which it follows that r/y is an isometry.

To do this, it suffices to show that if p is a noncommuting polynomial in k

variables and tpx, . . . , q>k E L°° then

\\p(TVi, . . . , Tj\\ > ||p(V„...,%)IL.

Assume that ||p(<P!, . . . , «p*)!!» = L Then there exists (Xx, . . . ,Xk) in the

joint spectrum of (<p,, . . . , <pk) such that \p(Xx, . . . , Xk)\ = 1. Let e > 0.

Using the fact that 2*_ ] | tp, - Xy|2 is not bounded below we will show that

there exists an/ E H2 such that ||/||2 = 1 and fdD 2*_,|<py - Xj\2\f\2da < e2.

The proof is by contradiction. If the assertion is not true, then for all g E H2

with || g||2 = 1 we have f3D 2*.,|^ - Xj\2\g\2da > e2. That is, for all g E H2,

(     Í,Wj-M2\g\2d°>e2f    \g\2do. (1)
JdD j=\ JdD

Let {/f: f E dD } be a continuous family of peak functions as in Theorem 1.

Putfjj" in the inequality (1) where m E N: we have

f    Sl^)-M2|/f(^)|2'n^(z)>e2r  |/f(z)|2"A(z).

So for any positive h E C,

k

S
'dD-'dD j-\
(   f  h(n^Wj^)-^\V^)\2mdo(z)da(n

>e2 í   [  h(n\ff(z)\2mdo(z)do(n. (2)
'dDJ3D

(Note that the integrals exist since the mapping f ^/(?, •) = fç(-) is continu-

ous from dD into Lx.) Now for any neighborhood U of a fixed z E dD we

have
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f       |/f(z)|2^a(n

f   \f{(z)\*"da(S)

by the peaking properties of f¡. Therefore

/ h(n\Mz)\2mdo(n
■'an

-» 0   as m —» oo

dD , f   \*h(z)    as m -» oo.

f   \fs(z)\*"doU)
-'an'dD

Hence, (2) yields

(    2 M*) - H2Kz)do(z) >e2f  h(z)do(z).
JdDj=l JdD

Since this is true for all positive h E C it follows that 2*_i|<p/z) — Xj\2 > e2

almost everywhere on dD contradicting the fact that S^.Jtp/z) — A,|2 is not

bounded below on dD. Hence, there exists/ E H2 such that ||/||2 = 1 and

/w>2*_i|<P; - Xj\2\f\2do < e2. So, for each/, ||(<p, - A,)/||2 < e which implies

that || T9/ - Xjf\\2 < e. Then \\p(T^, . . . , TJf - p(Xx, ..., Xk)f\\ can be
made arbitrarily small by choosing e small enough, whence HpiT , . . ., 71,)||

> 1. This completes the proof.

Corollary 3. Let D be a strongly pseudoconvex domain in C with C2

boundary. If <p is a function in Lx such that Tv is invertible then <p is invertible

in Lx.

Notation. The spectrum of a bounded linear operator T on a Hilbert space

H will be denoted by sp(r). We reserve the letter o to denote area measure

on dD.

Corollary 4. If <p is in Lx then *31(<)p) = essential range of tp = sp(M^) E

sp(7^). (Here M^ denotes the operator on L2 given by multiplication by <p.)

Corollary 5. If <p is in Lx then \\TV\\ = IMI«,.

For symbols ç 6 C the norm equality yr || = H^H^ was essentially ob-

tained by Raeburn [21]. The result is a corollary of [21, 2.2] (which only

applied for n > 2; however, the proof of the necessary part of 2.2 goes

through for all n).

Let Mr(C) denote the C*-algebra of complex r X r matrices. Let

Lx(dD, Mr(C)) be the functions from dD to A/r(Q which are essentially

bounded. We observe that the analogous result to Theorem 2 for Toeplitz

operators, Tv, with symbol <p in Lx(dD, Mr(Q) acting on H2(dD, Mr(Q) can

be obtained by tensoring the short exact sequence {0} -+J-±A-* Lx -* {0}

with Mr(C).
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As a further corollary to Theorem 2 we obtain the following sharpening of

the spectral inclusion Theorem in the case n > 2.

Corollary 6. Let n > 2. If <p E Lx then 9l(<p) C spe(Tv) = essential

spectrum of T^.

Proof. By a result of Raeburn [21, 2.2], / contains all the compact

operators. Now spe(Tv) is the spectrum of the coset of 7^ in A/% where % is

the ideal of all compact operators on H2. Thus sp^T^) contains the spectrum

of Ty inA/J and hence, by Theorem 2, contains <3l (<p).

As in [5], where D = B = the unit ball in C, we will now identify the

spectra, sp^), when tp E Hx.

Proposition 7. Let n > 2. If <p E Hx then spe(TJ (and so also sp(Tv))

coincides with the spectrum of cp in Hx.

Proof. We have to show that if T is Fredholm then tp is invertible in Hx.

Corollary 6 shows that <p is invertible in Lx. Then Tv-iTv = I so that the

operator H^-r, H2 -» L2 defined by Hv->f = <p~xf— T^-f has finite rank.

Hence there is an integer m and complex numbers ax, . . ., am, not all zero, so

that Hv-xf = 0 where fiz) = 2£_0 a^. So <p~xf E H2. But since/ E Hx we

have <p~xf E Hx. Now if g E Lx and g(z)(zx - X) E Hx then the harmonic

extension of g to D is bounded and analytic except possibly where z, = X. By

the Riemann continuation theorem (see [19, p. 51]) we can remove any such

singularities of g and so g is holomorphic on D. Thus <p~xf E Hx implies

that tp'1 E Hx, i.e. <p is invertible in Hx.

The algebra H°° + C. We denote by Hx + C the set of all functions

/ E Lx which can be expressed in the form / = u + v where u E Hx and

v E C. When D = B, Rudin [26] showed that Hx + C is a closed subalgebra

of Lx. For general strongly pseudoconvex domains D with C2 boundary,

Aytuna and Chollet [1] extended Rudin's result to show that H °° + C is a

closed subalgebra of L°° in this case also. For interest, given that Hx + C is

closed, we give an alternative proof of the fact that it is also an algebra using

ideas contained in [18].

Proposition 8. Let D be a strongly pseudoconvex domain with C2 boundary.

Then Hx + C is a closed subalgebra of L°°.

Proof. The fact that HX(D) + C(D) and Hx + C are closed follows

from a theorem of Gamelin and Garnett on rational approximation as shown

in [1]. [HX(D) is the algebra of all bounded holomorphic functions on D and

C(D), the algebra of all continuous functions on D.] Let CX(D) denote the

collection of smooth functions on D. Put ® = {<p E C°°(D): <p, 3<p are

bounded}. ÍB is clearly an algebra. Also, for «p £ %, dtp is a smooth bounded
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3-closed (0, 1) form on D and so, by [15, pp. 342-345], there exists u £

CX(D) n C(D) such that du = 3<p. Thus <p - u E HX(D) and hence <p £

HX(D) + C(D). Thus % ç HX(D) + C(D). Clearly <S contains CXD),

the set of smooth functions on D which extend smoothly to D. But CX(D) is

dense in C(D). Hence <S is a dense subalgebra of HX(D) + C(ß). The fact

that HX(D) + C(D) is closed then shows that HX(D) + C(D) is a closed

algebra. Let/ E HX(D). For every z E 3D let ?r be the outward normal to

dD at z and put/*(z) = lime^0/(z — evz). Such a limit exists almost every-

where on dD (see [27]). In fact the map /-»/* gives an isometric isomorphism

of HX(D) onto Hx (see [1], [27, p. 5]). From this we deduce that HX(D) +

C(D) being an algebra implies that Hx + C is an algebra. This completes

the proof of the proposition.

For the case n > 2 Raeburn [21, 2.2] showed that T^T^ — T^ is compact

for every <p, ip E C. Hence the commutator ideal of the closed algebra

generated by {7^: <p £ C} in B(H2) is precisely the ideal of all compact

operators on H2, and coincides with the closed ideal generated by {7^ . —

TyT^: <p, »// £ C). Also, for n > 2, Raeburn [21, Theorem 1.2] showed that if

<p £ C then M^ — PM^: H2 —* L2 is compact. This implies that T commutes

modulo the compact operators with any Toeplitz operator. Hence the com-

mutator ideal of the closed algebra generated by {7^: <p £ Hx + C} is also

just the ideal of all compact operators on H2, and coincides with the closed

ideal generated by {7^ - T^: <p, xp E Hx + C). It then follows from

Theorem 5 that the closed algebra generated by {7^: <p £ Hx + C) is

precisely the set of operators of the form T^ + K where <p E Hx + C and K

is a compact operator on H2. This extends Theorem 7.29 of [8] and results in

[5] to strongly pseudoconvex domains in C, n > 2, with C2 boundary. The

problem with the case n = 2 in the above remarks (and in Corollary 6 and

Proposition 7) is that the Neumann Theory for the db operator does not go

through in the same way for n = 2 as it does for n > 2. (For n = 2, db is

essentially the H. Lewy unsolvable operator.) It is possible that these obstruc-

tions can be circumvented with new techniques.

Similar results for Toeplitz operators on H2(D) (the set of square integra-

ble functions with respect to volume measure on D which are holomorphic on

D) have been obtained by Janas [14] and Raeburn [21]. The same extensions

obtained above for Toeplitz operators with symbols in HX(D) + C(D) can

be deduced from their results. For symbols tp E C(D) the norm equality

II 7^.11 = IMI» was obtained by Janas [14] for strongly pseudoconvex domains

D in C with C2 boundary under the additional hypothesis that A(D) =

P(D). Here A(D) denotes the algebra of all functions continuous on D and

holomorphic on D, and P(D) denotes the algebra of all functions on D which

can be uniformly approximated by holomorphic polynomials on D. Indepen-
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dently Raeburn [21] and Yabuta [30] observed that the assumption A(D) =

P(D) could be removed. It is clear that the equality ||T || = \\<p\\x cannot

hold for every essentially bounded function <p on D. It should be noted here

that many of the ideas concerning Toeplitz operators on strongly pseudocon-

vex domains originated in Venugopalkrishna's paper [29].

Finally note that if <p E H°° and <p is invertible in Hx + C then <p_1 E

Hx. (This follows by using the Poisson integral and then applying Hartog's

theorem [13, p. 30].) Hence if <p £ Hx + C and <p invertible in Lx implies

<p_1 E Hx + C we would then have that any inner function on dD is

constant (<p E Hx is inner if |<p| = 1 a.e. on dD). It is unknown whether or

not there are nonconstant inner functions on B, the unit ball in C; for a

discussion of this and related problems see [5].

4. Results on weakly pseudoconvex domains. In this section we investigate

extensions of the principal results of §2 to weakly pseudoconvex domains.

Pseudoconvex domains are domains of holomorphy and are therefore the

natural arena for complex function theory. However, it is not known for

every pseudoconvex domain which boundary points are peak points. We

therefore impose additional hypotheses which will enable us to make the

necessary constructions.

Definition. Let D ccC" have C' boundary. If P E dD, let TP denote

the (2/i — 1) dimensional real tangent space to dD at P. The holomorphic

tangent space %P is defined to be TP n V— 1 TP.

Definition. Let D c C have C2 boundary. Let p be a C2 defining

function for D on a neighborhood W D dD. We say that D is totally

pseudoconvex at P E dD if there is a holomorphic change of coordinates

w = w(z) in a neighborhood U of P so that

w(D n(/)n %wiP)(d(w(D n U))) = {w(p)}.

The domain D is said to be totally pseudoconvex if every P E dD is totally

pseudoconvex.

Remark. Of course, totally pseudoconvex domains are pseudoconvex. A

routine application of the implicit function theorem, carried out in [22, p. 6],

shows that the preceding definition is equivalent with the following more

classical one of Behnke and Thullen:

The domain D is totally pseudoconvex at P E dD if there is a nonsingular

analytic hypersurface M in a neighborhood U of P so that M n D n U =

in-
That a totally pseudoconvex domain in C has local holomorphic peaking

functions is proved by Range [22, Corollary 1.5]. The proof is so brief that we

include it.

I
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Proposition 9. Let D EC be totally pseudoconvex at P EdD. There is a

neighborhood U of P, a neighborhood ñ of D n U^ {P}, and a biholomorphic

map G: ß -> G(ß) E C so that

(1) G extends continuously to P and G(P) = 0.

(2) G(D n U^{P}) E {w £ C: Re w„ > 0).

Proof. Let notation be as in the definition of totally pseudoconvex. Write

w = F(z). By a linear transformation of coordinates, we may suppose that

w(P) = 0 and that %W(P) = {w: wn = 0}. Let r be a defining function for D.

Then p = r°F_1isa defining function for F(D n U) near 0 and dwp(0) =

Kdwn, for some nonzero K. After a normalization, we may suppose that

K = I. Write w = (wx, . . . , wn) = (w', wn). By hypothesis, there is a c > 0 so

that p(w', 0) > 0 for 0 < |w'| < c. Using Taylor's theorem, we see that for

|w| < c, w' ¥^ 0, we have

p(w) = p(w', 0) + 2 Re(-^-(W, 0) • w„) + o(\wn\)

> Re 1 • wn + 0(1)hv

Shrinking t/ if necessary, we may suppose that o(l) ■ \wn\ < l/2|Re wn\ +

l/2|Im w„|. Thus if w is any point at which p(w) < Owe have

0 > 2p(w) > 2 Re wn - |Re wn\ - |Im wn\    or    -Re wn > - |Im wn\.

It follows that on F(D n Í7 \ {P}), — wn omits the nonpositive real axis R~.

If one chooses that branch of the square root on C \ R~ which satisfies

VT = 1 then V— wn is holomorphic on C \ R" and

ReV - wn > 0   foTw E F(D r\U^{P)).

This inequality persists for w £ F(ñ) where ñ is some neighborhood of

D n U \ {P}. If we let S(w) = (w', V- wn ) then G = S ° F satisfies all the

conclusions of the proposition.

Corollary 10. With notation as in Proposition 9, P is a peak point for the

algebra A(D n U).

Proof. The function h(z) = exp(- G(z)) is in A(D n U) and peaks at P.

Corollary 11. Let D c C C have Cx boundary, be pseudoconvex, and be

totally pseudoconvex at P E dD. Then P is a peak point for the algebra A(D).

Proof. By a deep theorem of Kohn [16, p. 283], if /= "Zj„xfjdZj is a 3

closed (0, 1) from satisfying / E CX(D) for each j, then there is a « £

CX(D) such that du = /. Using this fact and a standard construction [11, p.

406], one can "extend" the peaking function of Corollary 10 to all of D.

Remark. An examination of Kohn's proof reveals that C °° boundary is not
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necessary in many cases to obtain his result (with an appropriately weakened

conclusion). However, Kohn's techniques work so well because they suppress

boundary behavior. Thus a careful study of minimal smoothness hypotheses

for Corollary 11 would far exceed the scope of this paper. We will therefore

let all domains in this section have C °° boundary.

An important feature of Theorem 1 is that on strongly pseudoconvex

domains one can construct peaking functions which vary continuously with

the peak point. Whether this can be done on a domain which is totally

pseudoconvex at each point of dD or, more generally, on any pseudoconvex

domain, is unknown to us.1 However, it is sufficient for our applications to

know that the function f: dD Xfl->C constructed in Theorem 1 is measur-

able on dD X dD. That this is true in general follows from the remarkable

von Neumann selection theorem:

Theorem 12 (von Neumann [20, p. 448]). Let S be a complete and separable

metric space and 9 an analytic (in the sense of Sous lin and Lusiri) subset of S.

Let m £ {1,2,... } and let G: 9 -> Rm be continuous. Let K - G(<$). Then

(i) K is measurable.

(ii) There is a function g: K^*9 such that g is measurable (under the usual

Lebesgue measure on K) and G(g(k)) = k for all k E K.

Remark. In fact von Neumann proves a stronger result for a more

restricted collection of mappings. However, his elementary (but very elegant)

techniques readily apply to the situation in Theorem 12. We would like to

thank A. Kechris and D. Martin for bringing these results to our attention.

Our application of von Neumann's theorem is almost immediate. Let

A(dD) denote the elements of A(D) restricted to dD. Let DccC have the

property that each P £ dD is a peak point for the algebra A(dD). Let

9 C dD X A(dD) denote the set of ordered pairs (P, <p) such that <p(P) = 1

and |<p(z)| <lforz£Z>\(P}. Let E c dD be a countable dense set. Equip

A(dD) with the uniform topology and dD X A(D) with the product topology.

Then the identity

^=fl   U   U U e dD: I? - x| < \/m)
"     iE£n>m

X (<p £ A(dD ): ||<p|| < 1 + l/m, Re <p(x) > 1 - \/n, and

|<p(z)| < 1 - 2/n for all z £ dD such that |z - x| > l/m)

demonstrates that 9 is a Gs in dD X A(dD) and hence is Borel (and thus

analytic). We may consider the map G = irx: 9 -» dD consisting of projec-

tion on the first coordinate. Notice that 6> EdD X A (dD) c dD X C(dD)

'It has recently been proved by J. E. Fornaess and the second author that peaking functions

can be chosen in a continuous fashion in any function algebra on any compact metric space X.
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which is separable. Since dD is locally diffeomorphic with R2"-1, the von

Neumann selection theorem guarantees the existence of a right inverse g for

G which has the property that g: dD^ty is Lebesgue measurable. Since

elements of A(dD) are continuous on D, and since A(dD) is equipped with

the uniform topology, it follows that

/: dD X 3D -* C

given by/(f, z) = [w2(g(f))](z) is product measurable. Here tt2 is projection

on the second coordinate.

The preceding arguments apply to any domain on which one has peaking

functions at each boundary point. We now state the precise result which will

be used in this section.

Theorem 13. Suppose D c C C has C°° boundary and that D is totally

pseudoconvex. Then there is a map f: dD X dD —* C satisfying

(i) / is product measurable with respect to the measure a X a (a is Hausdorff

2n — 1 dimensional measure, or area measure, on dD);

(ii) for each fixed ? E 3Z),/(f, •) E ,4(3.0);

(Hi) for each S E 3D,/(?, $) = 1 and |/(f, z)\ < 1 for all zEdD\ {£}•

If we define Toeplitz operators on general D c C C just as in §2 we then

have

Theorem 14. If D c C C is totally pseudoconvex with Cx boundary then

the conclusions of Theorem 2, Corollary 3, Corollary 4, and Corollary 5 hold on

D.

Proof. Theorem 13 guarantees the existence of measurably varying peak-

ing functions for A(D). Therefore the proofs are identical to those in §2.

Remark. It follows from a theorem of Range [22, Corollary 1.13] that a

bounded convex domain in C with real analytic boundary is totally pseudo-

convex (he actually proves much more). Therefore Theorem 14 applies to

bounded convex domains with real analytic boundary.

Remark. We are unable to prove Corollary 6 for totally pseudoconvex

domains by existing techniques because an appropriate version of Raeburn's

theorem is unavailable. More precisely, the construction of a Neumann

operator for totally pseudoconvex domains is a deep problem. Thus if P:

L2 —* H2 is the projection of L2 on H2 and if <p £ C, we do not know

whether (I — P)MV is a compact operator. The recent advances of Kohn [17]

on subelliptic estimates for the 3 operator on weakly pseudoconvex domains

may shed some light on this problem.

5 Further results on Hx + C. Let D c C C have C2 boundary. We will

continue to use the notation Hx to signify boundary values of bounded

holomorphic functions on D. We will identify elements of Hx with their
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Poisson integrals on D, and we do likewise with elements of C.

_ Iff = Ifjdij is a (0, 1) form, we let H/y, = 2|| ¿IL- We let Kx denote the

3 closed (0, 1) forms with bounded, C1 coefficients.

We will make use of the following result of [23, p. 32], [24]:

Theorem 15 (Range). Let D c C C2 be convex and have real analytic

boundary. There are constants M, a > 0 so that iff E K^X(D) then there is a

u E CX(D) satisfying du = f on D and

sup   \u(z) - u(z')\ < M||/||Jz - z'|».
z,z'eD

Further, the map T: / —» u is linear.

Remark. The last sentence is not stated explicitly in [23]. However, linear-

ity is an automatic feature of the Henkin construction which Range uses.

Corollary 16. With hypotheses as in the theorem, there is an M' > 0 and a

linear map S: K$(D) -* Cl(D) so that dSf = /,

sup   |S/(z) - S/(z')| < M||/||Jz - z'|-
z.z'eD

and

\\sf\L < M'\\f\L-

Proof. Fix some P £ D and define Sfiz) = Tfiz) - TfiP). The corollary

is immediate with M' = M ■ (diam D)a.

Corollary 17. /// E Kj£x(D) then both Tf and Sf extend continuously to D.

Corollary 18. If {wn} C K£X(D) and if wn converges weak * to 0 in the

space of(0, I) forms with Lx coefficients, then S(wn) converges uniformly to 0 in

C(D).

Proof. Following the Henkin construction, the function Sf is given by

Sf(z) = S     /    m Wz, S )do(ï )   where/ = 2 fA,
/=lfe3D

and K: D X dD —* C is a function which, for each fixed z £ D, satisfies

K¡(z, ■) E Lx(dD). In the works [23], [24], the method of [25] is used to prove

Theorem 15. That is, one shows that

f   \Kt(z, ? ) - K((z', ? )\da(S ) < {M/n)\z - z'\«. (1)
JdD

Let   L,.:   D XdD^C   be   given   by   Lt(z, f) = Kt(z, O - Kt(P, f),   i =
!,...,«, with P as in the proof of Corollary 16. Then
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Sw„(z)=j:í        L,(z,0/(n<MO    and
i-l -/í£30

IIA(*. OIL^d ) < W«)l* - T < W«)(diam D )a (2)

by line (1). Finally, Swn extends continuously to D for each n by Corollary 15.

Line (2) and the weak * convergence of {wn} implies that Swn(z) converges

pointwise to 0 for each z E D. This fact coupled with the Lipschitz estimates

for S and the compactness of D implies that Swn converges uniformly to 0 on

D.

Definition. Let D c c C have C2 boundary. Let p be a finite Borel

measure on dD and A(D) be as usual. Following Henkin [12], we say that p is

an A measure if

lim  f   /„¿p = 0
'dD

whenever {/,} E A(D) is a bounded sequence which converges pointwise to

0.

Definition. Let D, p, A(D) be as in the preceding definition. We may

think of A(D) as a subspace of Lx(p). We let Hx(n) denote the weak *

closure of A(D) in L°°(p). We define H°°(fi) likewise when p is a finite Borel

measure on D.

Theorem 19. Let D C C C have C2 boundary. Suppose that there is a linear

operators: KXX(D)^ CX(D) n C(D)satisfying

(l)dSf = f
(2) If {wn} E Kj£Xy(D) converges weak * to 0 in the space of(0, I) forms with

Lx coefficients, then S(wn) converges uniformly to 0 in C(D).

Suppose further that

(3) If f E Hx there is a bounded sequence fn E A(D) which converges

pointwise to f on D and a.e. to f on dD.

Then

(4) Any finite Borel measure on dD which is absolutely continuous with respect

to an A measure is itself an A measure;

(5) if p is a finite Borel measure on D such that p|3Z) is an A measure and if

v denotes volume measure on D then the restriction map Hx(\ p| + v) ->

Hx(v) is an isometric isomorphism;

(6) // p is an A measure on dD and if o denotes area measure on dD then the

restriction map Hx(\p\ + v)—* Hx(v) is an isometric isomorphism.

Proof. These are two of the principal results of [4] for strongly pseudocon-

vex domains D. However it is a beautiful feature of that paper that strong

pseudoconvexity is used only to guarantee (1), (2), and (3).

We note in passing that Cole and Range [4] work on a complex manifold
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so they must select a Kahler metric. Since our D is in C, we use the ordinary

Euclidean metric.

Now we state the principal result of this section:

Theorem 20. Let D ce C2 be convex with real analytic boundary. Then

Hx + C and HX(D) + C(D) are closed.

Proof. We wish to apply the method of Aytuna and Chollet in [1]. For

this, one needs to know that

(1) A(D) has peaking functions (not necessarily varying continuously) at

each P E dD.

(2) For each f E Hx there is a bounded sequence in A(D) which con-

verges pointwise to/on D and pointwise a.e. to/on dD.

(3) The conclusions (4), (5), and (6) of Theorem 19 hold on D.

That (1) holds in the present circumstances is of course Theorem 13 and

the remark following Theorem 14. That (2) is true follows by a dilation

argument. That (3) is true is the content of Theorem 15 through Theorem 19.

Theorem 21. Let D c C C2 be convex with real analytic boundary. Then

HX(D) + C(D) and Hx + C are closed algebras.

Proof. In order to repeat the proof of Proposition 8, we need only know

that if / £ K£X(D) then there is a u E CX(D) n C(D) with du = /. This is

Corollary 17.

Remark. (1) If m = (mx, . . . , mn) is a tuple of positive integers we let

Bm = {z £ C: Slz,!2"* < 1}. Then Bm is bounded, convex, and has real

analytic boundary. For these domains Range has been able to overcome the

technical obstructions to Theorem 15 when n > 2 (private commumcation).

Therefore it follows as above that Hx(Bm) + C(Bm) andHx(dBm) + C(3RJ

are closed algebras.

(2) There is an abstract uniform algebra theorem in [9] which can be used

to prove Proposition 8, Theorem 20 and Theorem 21. One uses the integral

kernel of Henkin-Ramirez for the strongly pseudoconvex case and the kernel

of Range for the weakly pseudoconvex case to construct the necessary

"Remainder Operators" which are needed in [9]. What we have done in the

proof of Theorems 20 and 21 is to cast the same calculations in a different

form.
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